
Lori, Amanda,  

I have now finished addressing the ini al crop of Siteimprove dashboard items.  Will be monitoring the
dashboard periodically to see if any new ones show up.

The things keeping us from ge ng a 100% score are out of my control.  Specifically...

     ‐ CSS Valida on Errors ‐ belongs to Oklahoma Interac ve
     ‐ HTML Valida on Errors ‐ belongs to Oklahoma Interac ve
     I logged a  cket for these two (2) and here is OI's reply...

After speaking with my developer, these errors are something that unfortunately we cannot fix.

They are needed for old browsers and so even though they are pulling errors, if we took them out

they would break older versions on multiple browsers. As far as I know the state does not require

a good siteimprove score, therefore this should not be affecting your site for your users.

    
     Also logged a ticket for following issues - OI response in blue following item...
     - [level A error] HTML is used to format content
OI says… “it is not something that we can fix with our current CMS system since this is usually

how a CMS system will do this”

     - [level A error] Link identified only by color
OI  says.. “this is the template OMES chose” and “screen readers know what bread crumbs are”. 

If this needs to change, then since it is a CMS template issue, it should change at the template

level.

     - [level A error] Field label is not visible
OI  says.. “accessibility wise this is not an issue” and “visually, this is not an issue”

    
     - [level A review] Can options be logically be grouped together?
OI says… “This is not an accessibility issue <snipped> Navigation is usually grouped into one

menu.  In our case, I would not recommend doing it any other way.”

     - [level A review] Does the "aria-label" accurately describe the link?
Cannot close this item because Siteimprove cannot refind the instance - logged ticket and it is is
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     - [level AAA error] Color contrast is insufficient
OI  says.. “this is the template OMES chose” and “screen readers know what bread crumbs are”. 

If this needs to change, then since it is a CMS template issue, it should change at the template

level.

So here is the final score from the Accessibility Overview page...

and here you can see the A ‐ AA ‐ AAA levels with no dashboard items...
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It has been a long a haul to get here, but I think it was worth it.

Ques ons or comments, please do not hesitate to let me know!

Dean A eberry.
Wagoner County website support.
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